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Droplet encapsulation improves accuracy of immune cell cytokine capture assays†

Yuan Yuan, Julie Brouchon, J. Mauricio Calvo-Calle, Jing Xia, Li Sun, Xu Zhang, Kiera L. Clayton, Fangfu Ye, David A. Weitz and John A. Heyman

Quantification of cell-secreted molecules, e.g., cytokines, is fundamental to the characterization of immune responses. Cytokine capture assays that use engineered antibodies to anchor the secreted molecules to the secreting cells are widely used to characterize immune responses because they allow both sensitive identification and recovery of viable responding cells. However, if the cytokines diffuse away from the secreting cells, non-secreting cells will also be identified as responding cells. Here we encapsulate immune cells in microfluidic droplets and perform in-droplet cytokine capture assays to limit the diffusion of the secreted cytokines. We use microfluidic devices to rapidly encapsulate single natural killer NK-92 MI cells and their target K562 cells into microfluidic droplets. We perform in-droplet IFN-γ capture assays and demonstrate that NK-92 MI cells recognize target cells within droplets and become activated to secrete IFN-γ. Droplet encapsulation prevents diffusion of secreted products to neighboring cells and dramatically reduces both false positives and false negatives, relative to assays performed without droplets. In a sample containing 1% true positives, encapsulation reduces, from 94% to 2%, the number of true-positive cells appearing as negatives; in a sample containing 50% true positives, the number of non-stimulated cells appearing as positives is reduced from 98% to 1%. After cells are released from the droplets, secreted cytokine remains captured onto secreting immune cells, enabling FACS-isolation of populations highly enriched for activated effector immune cells. Droplet encapsulation can be used to reduce background and improve detection of any single-cell secretion assay.

Introduction

Fine characterizations of immune responses require isolation of individual immune cells that in most cases are rare.1 For example, the human immune system produces a diverse repertoire of T cells, and only a fraction of these can recognize and help clear infected and mutant cells.2–4 This recognition is governed by specific interaction between receptors on the surface of T cells (T Cell Receptors – TCRs) and peptides displayed on the MHC (major histocompatibility complex) of potential target cells.5 Because most T cells express numerous copies of the same TCR, the isolation of T cells6–10 coupled with identification of the genes encoding the expressed TCR,7,8 is thus crucial in the study of infection, autoimmune disorders and cancer.9 Several methods are currently used to isolate these rare cells. Fluorescent MHC-tetramers,10–12 produced recombinantly to display an antigenic peptide in a soluble, tetrameric MHC-complex, allow efficient labeling and FACS (fluorescence activated cell sorting) isolation of antigen-specific T cells, but can only be used when the target peptide is known. Cells labeled with fluorescent antibodies directed against activation-related surface markers13,14 can also be isolated by FACS;15 however, these markers are often displayed transiently or at low levels during T cell activation, limiting their utility.16 Alternatively, fixed, permeabilized T cells can be stained with antibodies directed against molecules such as IFN-γ, IL-2, and TNF-α, known markers for activation,17–19 or they can be labeled with fluorescent nucleic acid probes targeting mRNA encoding these activation markers20 and then isolated by FACS. However, the fixation kills the cells and reduces efficiency of the reverse transcription step required for gene
Results and discussion

In-droplet cell activation assay

This method for high throughput identification and isolation of activated cells uses droplets to minimize contamination between activated and non-activated cells. To prevent effector cells from contacting target cells prior to encapsulation, we simultaneously inject two aqueous streams, one containing effector cells coated with IFN-γ capture reagent and the other containing target cells and IFN-γ detection antibody into a microfluidic droplet device (Fig. 1A). The merged aqueous stream is then cut into droplets by oil flowing perpendicularly (Fig. 1B). We flow each aqueous phase at 100 μl h⁻¹ and the oil phase through each indicated channel at 500 μl h⁻¹ to produce uniform droplets of ∼40 μm diameter (ESI† Appendix Fig. S2A and S2B) at 2000 Hz. After droplet formation, the emulsion is collected into an Eppendorf tube at the channel outlet (Fig. 1C) and incubated in a 37 °C cell culture incubator. During incubation, effector cells co-encapsulated with appropriate target cells become activated and secrete IFN-γ, which is captured onto the effector cell surface. After incubation, activated effector cells are brightly fluorescent due to binding of the APC-conjugated anti-IFN-γ detection antibody (Fig. 1D), while effector cells co-encapsulated with irrelevant cells are not activated and are not fluorescent (Fig. 1E). Then, we release cells from droplets (Fig. 1F), and use a FACS instrument to identify and isolate the activated effector cells (Fig. 1G).

Cytokine capture assays performed in bulk have high levels of false positive and false negative cells

In cytokine capture assays performed in bulk, non-activated immune cells can capture cytokines secreted by nearby activated immune cells. We use NK-92 MI cells, which are activated to secrete IFN-γ by incubation with stimulation cocktail, to confirm that this cross-contamination can lead to an unacceptably large number of false positive and false negative events. We treat unstained NK-92 MI cells with retrieval, limiting use and analysis of isolated cells. High-throughput single-cell secretion assays have been performed in micro-engraved wells, showing great potential; but cell retrieval is relatively slow, limiting throughput. Cytokine capture assays use antibody-based capture reagents to physically link NK-92 MI secreted cytokines to the secreting cell. These cells are then identified with an appropriate fluorescent anti-cytokine antibody to allow FACS of the activated T cells. These systems are straightforward and take advantage of the high sorting rates possible with FACS instruments; however, as there is no barrier to prevent cross contamination between secreting and non-secreting immune cells, the false positive and false negative rates can be unacceptably high. To exploit the potential of cytokine capture assays, cross-contamination must be prevented. Elimination of this cross-contamination will enable isolation of highly purified populations of viable activated immune cells. These cells can be cultured and expanded for further functional studies, or the cells can be used for biochemical analysis, e.g., identification of the sequences encoding target reactive TCR α and β chains.

Here, we demonstrate a simple method to prevent cross-contamination in secretion assays. We perform cytokine capture assays in small (~40 nl), biocompatible microfluidic droplets to confine diffusion of secreted cytokines. We use NK-92 MI cells as model immune effector cells because, like T cells, they secrete IFN-γ upon activation. We coat NK-92 MI cells with IFN-γ capture reagent and co-encapsulate them into droplets along with K562 target cells and fluorescent anti-IFN-γ detection antibody. Secreted IFN-γ is captured onto the surface of activated NK-92 MI cells, which are then labeled with fluorescent detection antibody. After release from droplets, a standard FACS instrument is used to isolate the activated NK-92 MI cells based on the fluorescent signal. This droplet-based assay has dramatically less cross-contamination than the same assay performed without droplets, in bulk, and enables high-purity isolation of activated immune cells.

Fig. 1 Schematic of activation assay. A) A sample containing effector cells (grey) coated with IFN-γ capture reagent and a sample containing target cells (green) and IFN-γ detection antibody (pink) are each injected into separate microfluidic device inlets. B) Aqueous stream is cut into droplets by the oil channel. C) Droplets are collected and incubated at 37 °C. D) After incubation, an effector cell co-encapsulated with an appropriate target cell is activated to secrete IFN-γ (blue) and its surface becomes brightly fluorescent due to binding of the fluorescent anti-IFN-γ detection antibody. E) Effector cells co-encapsulated with irrelevant cells are not activated and are not labeled with fluorescent detection antibody. F) Droplets are destabilized by 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluoro-1-octanol to release cells. G) FACS instrument is used to identify and sort activated effector cells.
stimulation cocktail to generate a population of activated immune cells; the non-activated NK-92 MI cell population is not treated with stimulation cocktail and is stained with CellTracker™ Green to distinguish it from the stimulated cell population. After 5 h incubation, cells are placed on ice for 1 h to stop secretion and then washed to remove stimulation cocktail and any secreted IFN-γ. All NK-92 MI cells are then coated with IFN-γ capture reagent. Samples comprising either or both cell types are prepared in bulk and incubated overnight at 37 °C to allow IFN-γ secretion from stimulated NK-92 MI cells. We first characterize these cell populations separately to aid interpretation of subsequent mixed-cell flow cytometry experiments. The unstained NK-92 MI cells treated with stimulation cocktail are strongly activated, as indicated by strong signal from the APC-conjugated detection antibody (Fig. 2A). The flow cytometry scatter plot indicates that >99% of the stimulated cells show detectable levels of IFN-γ on their surfaces (Fig. 2B). Non-stimulated cells stained with CellTracker™ Green are easily distinguished from those not stained (Fig. 2C), and the flow cytometry scatter plot shows that ~99% of the non-stimulated cells have no detectable APC fluorescence, indicating they are not activated (Fig. 2D).

We use these cell populations to create mixtures of stimulated and non-stimulated NK-92 MI cells. In a 1:1 mixture of stimulated and non-stimulated NK-92 MI cells in bulk, the stimulated cells are strongly stained with anti-IFN-γ, indicating that the cells secrete IFN-γ, which is captured onto their surfaces, as expected. Strikingly, the non-stimulated NK-92 MI cells, indicated by CellTracker™ Green signal, are also strongly labeled by IFN-γ detection antibody, suggesting that IFN-γ secreted from activated cells can be captured by neighboring non-activated cells (Fig. 2E and F). This result is supported by summaries of the flow cytometry data showing that ~99% of the stimulated cells are clearly labeled with the IFN-γ detection antibody, while 1% are not (Fig. 2G); and that 98% of the green, non-stimulated cell population is also stained with the IFN-γ detection antibody, making these non-stimulated cells appear activated (Fig. 2H). This result suggests that for samples containing a high percentage of activated secreting cells, attempts to isolate cells based on IFN-γ detection antibody signal will result in a high rate of false positives. A shorter incubation time might reduce this problem, but true activated cells that secrete slowly would likely be undetected.

In most applications, activated cells are a small fraction of total cells. To test this condition, we mix stimulated and non-stimulated cells at a ratio of 1:100. As expected, cells from the non-stimulated cell population (stained with CellTracker™ Green) are not labeled with IFN-γ detection antibody; surprisingly, very few stimulated cells (not stained with CellTracker™ Green) are labeled with IFN-γ detection antibody, as shown by fluorescence microscopy (Fig. 2I) and flow cytometry analysis (Fig. 2J). This is due to IFN-γ diffusion away from secreting cells and capture by neighboring non-secreting cells, resulting in an averaging of the signal detected on secreting and non-secreting cells. A summary of the flow cytometry data shows that 94% of the stimulated cells have IFN-γ detection antibody staining below detection limits and can be classified as false negative cells (Fig. 2K); 2% of the non-stimulated cells show detectable IFN-γ detection antibody staining, making them false positive cells (Fig. 2L).

**Droplet encapsulation reduces cytokine capture assay false positives and false negatives**

To demonstrate that droplet encapsulation reduces cross-contamination, we generate separate droplet populations containing cytokine capture assay reagents and either cocktail-stimulated or non-stimulated NK-92 MI cells, and mix them in 1:1 and 1:100 ratios (droplets with stimulated cells: droplets containing non-stimulated cells), respectively. After 12 h incubation, we analyze droplets by fluorescence microscopy (Fig. 2M and Q) and observe APC labeled anti-IFN-γ antibody on the surface of stimulated cells, indicating that they secrete IFN-γ while in the droplets. In contrast, we detect no secreted IFN-γ on non-stimulated NK-92 MI cells, suggesting that encapsulation prevents secreted IFN-γ from reaching the non-stimulated cells. We confirm these results by using flow cytometry to analyze ~10,000 cells released from each droplet mixture for the presence of surface-captured IFN-γ (ESI† Appendix Fig. S3A and S3B). Cells released from both the 1:1 and 1:100 droplet mixtures fall into two distinct populations. The stimulated NK-92 MI cells, not labeled with CellTracker™ Green and thus identified by their low FITC signal, have high APC signal (quadrant I of Fig. 2N and quadrant I of Fig. 2R), indicating that they secrete IFN-γ. In contrast, the non-stimulated cells, stained with CellTracker™ Green, have high signal in the FITC channel and low signal in the APC channel (quadrant III of Fig. 2N and quadrant III of Fig. 2R). Analysis of the flow cytometry data of the cells released from the 1:1 droplet mixture shows that virtually all the stimulated cells and only 1% of the non-stimulated cells have detectable IFN-γ on their surfaces (Fig. 2O and P, respectively), indicating droplet encapsulation greatly reduces the number of false positive cells. Similarly, analysis of the flow cytometry data of the cells released from the 1:100 droplet mixtures demonstrates that encapsulation reduces the false positive rate to 0.2% (Fig. 2T). Additionally, the false negative rate is reduced to only 2% (Fig. 2S). By performing the cytokine capture assay in droplets, cross contamination is dramatically reduced, resulting in very low false positive and false negative rates (summarized in ESI† Appendix Table S1).

**Cell activation and cell viability are dependent on in-droplet incubation time**

After confirming that droplet encapsulation improves the specificity of the cytokine secretion assay, we use it to isolate effector cells activated by contact with appropriate target cells. For effector cells, we use unstained NK-92 MI cells coated with IFN-γ capture reagent (Fig. 3A). As targets, we use
Fig. 2 Droplet encapsulation dramatically reduces the frequency of both false positive and false negative cells. A) Unstained NK-92 MI cells are activated by stimulation cocktail; secreted IFN-γ is captured on the cell surface by capture reagent and labeled by APC-conjugated anti-IFN-γ detection antibody. B) Flow cytometry analysis of 10,000 unstained, stimulated NK-92 MI cells. C) NK-92 MI cells stained with CellTracker™ Green and not treated with stimulation cocktail show no APC fluorescence on their surfaces. D) Flow cytometry analysis of 10,000 CellTracker™ Green-stained, non-stimulated NK-92 MI cells. We performed fluorescence microscopy (E and I) and flow cytometry (F and J) analysis of stimulated and non-stimulated cells mixed in bulk at ratios of 1:1 and 1:100, respectively. A summary of the flow cytometry data for the 1:1 cell mixture shows that >99% of the stimulated cells are positive by the IFN-γ secretion assay (O). Significantly, 98% of the non-stimulated cells were also stained with the APC-labeled anti-IFN-γ antibody, indicating a high false positive rate (H). A summary of the flow cytometry data for the 1:100 cell mixture indicates a high false negative rate, as only 6% of the stimulated cells are positive by the IFN-γ secretion assay (K). 2% of the non-stimulated cells are labeled with the APC-conjugated anti-IFN-γ antibody and thus are false positives (L). We separately encapsulate stimulated and non-stimulated cells into droplets, mix these droplets at, respectively, 1:1 and 1:100 ratios, and incubate for 12 h. We perform fluorescence microscopy (M and Q) and flow cytometry (N and R) analysis of cells released from these droplet mixtures. A summary of the flow cytometry data for the 1:1 mixed droplet population indicates that almost all (>99%) of the stimulated cells secrete a detectable level of IFN-γ (O), while only 1% of the unstimulated cells are stained with the APC-conjugated anti-IFN-γ antibody (P). A summary of flow cytometry for the 1:100 mixed droplet population indicates that almost all (>98%) of the stimulated cells secrete detectable level of IFN-γ (S), while only 0.2% of the unstimulated cells are stained with the APC-conjugated anti-IFN-γ antibody (T). All scale bars in the image represent 20 μm.
K562 cells stained with CellTracker™ Green (Fig. 3B) to distinguish them from NK-92 MI cells by their green fluorescence intensity (ESI† Appendix Fig. S4). We first characterize cell encapsulation rates using a co-flow dropmaker, with one aqueous stream containing NK-92 MI cells at $2 \times 10^6/100 \mu l$ and the second stream containing K562 cells at $8 \times 10^6/100 \mu l$, to generate populations in which a high percentage of droplets contain one NK-92 MI cell and at least one target K562 cell. We use fluorescence microscopy to quantify the number of each droplet type produced (Fig. 3C). We then plot the actual percentage of each droplet type, determined by counting at least 100 droplets, against the expected percentage of droplet types, calculated according to Poisson distribution (Fig. 3D). The actual percentages are consistent with those expected, with 27% of the droplets containing both K562 cells and NK-
92 MI cells and 6% containing only NK-92 MI cells. Thus, in accordance with previous studies, encapsulation of cells into droplets is random and follows a Poisson distribution.\textsuperscript{30–32}

We next demonstrate that effector NK-92 MI cells are activated by contact with co-encapsulated K562 cells and that the cells survive in droplets and secrete detectable levels of IFN-γ. We co-encapsulate NK-92 MI cells coated with IFN-γ capture reagent along with CellTracker\textsuperscript{™} Green stained K562 target cells and analyze these droplets by fluorescence microscopy. Immediately after encapsulation, no NK-92 MI cells appear activated. However, after 18 h incubation, we observe many droplets in which NK-92 MI cells are activated to secrete IFN-γ by contact with target K562 cells. K562 cells are easily distinguished from NK-92 MI cells by their green staining and are not labeled with the IFN-γ detection antibody (Fig. 3E). To better characterize this activation, we incubate for 0, 4, 8, and 18 h and count numerous droplets in which an NK-92 MI cell is encapsulated alone (Fig. 3F, gray bars), or with a K562 target cell (Fig. 3F, black bars). We define the percentage of activated NK-92 MI cells as the number of IFN-γ+ NK-92 MI cells/total number of NK-92 MI cells. NK-92 MI cells co-encapsulated with K562 cells are much more likely to be IFN-γ+ than NK-92 MI cells encapsulated without K562 cells (Fig. 3F, compare black and grey bars at 4 h), and increasing incubation time from 4 h to 8 h slightly increases the percentage of IFN-γ+ NK-92 MI cells. After 18 h incubation, in droplets containing both an NK-92 MI cell and a K562 cell, the percentage of IFN-γ+ NK-92 MI cells increases to \sim 42%. However, in the droplet population containing only NK-92 MI cells, the “background activation”, i.e., IFN-γ+ NK-92 MI cells incubated without K562 cells, increases from 7% after 8 h incubation to 13% after 18 h incubation (Fig. 3F). We believe this increase is partially due to accumulation of IFN-γ secreted during the long incubation by NK-92 MI cells, which have been shown to secrete small amounts of IFN-γ even without being activated.\textsuperscript{33}

The volume of growth medium within a droplet is small and cannot be replenished or replaced during incubation. Thus, to test the cell viability, we encapsulate cells in droplets and incubate for the indicated times. We then release cells from the droplets, stain with live–dead cell dyes and use fluorescence microscopy to determine cell viability (Fig. 3G). We use the viability of the input cells prior to encapsulation for normalization. Cell viability immediately after encapsulation is 93%, then decreases to 84% after 4 h incubation and to 79% after 8 h incubation. After 18 h incubation, the viability drops to 76%. For applications requiring higher viability, larger droplets should be used.

Fig. 4 Target-activated NK-92 MI cells detected and sorted by FACS instrument. NK-92 MI effector cells are coated with capture-antibody, encapsulated into droplets along with Cell Tracker Green-stained K562 target cells and APC-labeled fluorescent detection antibody and incubated for 18 h. Cells are then released from droplets and sorted by FACS. A) Cells after incubation in droplets, with the arrow indicating an activated NK-92 MI cell; B) representative image showing cells after release from droplets and prior to sorting. C) Scatterplot of FACS to isolate activate NK-92 MI cells. Quadrant I cells are collected and analyzed by fluorescence microscopy (D) and flow-cytometry (E), showing a population highly enriched for low-FITC, high-APC cells. F) IFN-γ+ NK-92 MI cells versus total NK-92 MI cells before and after sorting. Scale bar = 20 μm.
Because antibodies tend to bind non-specifically to damaged cells in droplets, it is likely that some of the IFN-γ signal on the surface of NK-92 MI cells incubated alone in droplets is the result of non-specific binding of the detection antibody. For many experiments, especially those requiring high cell viability and low background, incubations of 4 h or less may be optimal.

Activated NK-92 MI cells can be enriched by FACS

To demonstrate identification and isolation of activated effector NK-92 MI cells, we co-encapsulate NK-92 MI cells coated with capture antibody and K562 cells stained with CellTracker™ Green in droplets and incubate for 18 h (Fig. 4A). We then release the cells from droplets. Fluorescence microscopy reveals green K562 cells and a mixture of activated and non-activated NK-92 MI cells, stained and not-stained with APC-labeled anti-IFN-γ antibody, respectively (Fig. 4B). We perform FACS on these cells and gate to collect cells having low-FITC and high-APC signal, which should be activated NK-92 MI cells (Fig. 4C, quadrant I). After sorting, we use fluorescence microscopy and flow cytometry to assess recovery and purity. Fluorescence microscopy of hundreds of sorted cells shows that all are stained with the APC-labeled IFN-γ detection antibody (Fig. 4D). The flow cytometry data, plotted using the sorting gates, shows that the vast majority of sorted cells fall into quadrant I, as expected (Fig. 4E). A small number of cells, indicated by black arrow in Fig. 4E, have APC intensity lower than the sort threshold; likely due to some APC-labeled detection antibody dissociating from cells during handling. These results strongly suggest that the sorted cell population is highly enriched for activated NK-92 MI cells. We compare flow cytometry data obtained during the sorting with post-sorting flow cytometry analysis of the sorted cell population to estimate that the sorting enriches the fraction of activated NK-92 MI cells from 28% in the input to 96% in the sorted population (Fig. 4F).

Conclusions

We have demonstrated that compartmentalization of single cell secretion assays can greatly reduce background and enhance sensitivity. We use microfluidic devices to encapsulate single effector cells and target cells, NK-92 MI cells and K562 cells, respectively, into droplets and perform in-droplet IFN-γ capture assays. Following in-droplet incubation, we release the cells and use a FACS instrument to isolate individual activated immune effector cells. When compared with corresponding assays performed in bulk, compartmentalization virtually eliminates contamination between cells and greatly reduces both false negatives and false positives. We further demonstrate that cells can be released from droplets and sorted efficiently by FACS, and that cells remain viable throughout the process.

This in-droplet use of the IFN-γ capture assay makes it a powerful tool to identify and isolate target-reactive T cells. Because IFN-γ secreted from very highly secreting cells cannot escape droplets to contaminate non-activated cells, compartmentalization makes the capture assays compatible with cells that secrete at vastly different rates, as is the case with patient- and donor-derived samples. Sorted cells can be expanded in culture for further functional studies and characterization. Alternatively, reverse-transcriptase PCR can be performed on individual sorted cells to isolate genes encoding target-reactive TCR α and β chains. In principle, it is straightforward to design assays to monitor multiple secreted molecules simultaneously, for example IFN-γ, IL-10, and IL-2, which might enable the isolation of specific subsets of immune cells.

We have used a well-known cytokine capture assay to demonstrate that droplet encapsulation greatly improves the accuracy of single cell secretion assays. The methods are straightforward, require little specialized equipment, and can be adapted to analyze a great variety of secreted molecules. In addition, standard FACS instruments are used to analyze and sort cells after their release from the droplets, making the overall process accessible to all research labs.

Materials and methods

Materials and methods are briefly described in the text and figure legends; details protocols are in the ESI† Appendix.
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